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FoxAll Robotic Grinding!
Fiiiinishing castings by hand with a bench
F
Hiigrinder and reamer has been the standard

technique for decades. This method is
physically demanding and carries a high risk of
incidental and repetitive-strain injuries.
Although manual grinding is still necessary in
some situations, there is an alternative.
" In 2005 Leth Iron installed a Foxall
casting finishing cell. The Foxall has the
outward appearance of a steel shipping
container with a 2-fixture rotating wall at one
end. Inside is a 6-axis robot capable of grinding
castings at a rate and precision not possible by
traditional means. Since that time the robotic
grinding project has been such a success that 5
more Foxall cells have been added (4 in the
hunter foundry and 2 in the SPOmatic
foundry).!
" The Foxall operator places an
unfinished casting on a fixture, which is then
rotated into the grinding cell. While the robot
precision-grinds the casting the operator is able
to remove the previous casting from the
turntable and replace it with another rough
casting. This process continues with the robot
only stopping operation while the turntable is
in motion. Creative fixturing allows for
multiple castings to be placed on a fixture even
further increasing eﬃciency.!
" While robotic grinding greatly reduces
the strain on cleaning room staﬀ, it also has a
number of benefits to the customer. The
process is completely repeatable; every casting
can have exactly the same features ground with
exactly the same pressure applied giving the
same result every time. On some castings, the
Foxall cell can even be programmed to grind oﬀ
the draft angle, reducing or eliminating the
need for finish machining. !

A virtual layout of the new Leth Iron core room (omitting the automated storage retrieval system).

The New Leth Iron Core Room!

B

BBieginning July 7th Leth Iron has ceased production and begun the annual
BBisummer shutdown. Expected to last 3 weeks, the purpose of the shutdown is to
maintain equipment and infrastructure in order to prevent failures during critical
production time. This year’s shutdown is more in depth than typical, as it will see
the relocation of Leth Iron’s core making equipment from it’s current home to a
newly built dedicated core-making expansion. This move is the next step in
completing the ambitious multi-million dollar reinvestment project that began
with the installation of the SPOmatic foundry in 2010.!
"Core making machines, sand mixing equipment, sand storage equipment,
an automated storage retrieval system, and much more will be relocated to the
new building on the opposite side of the property by fork truck, flatbed, and crane.
The large 3-storey sand mixer platforms that feed Leth Iron’s 3 Laempe core
making cells will be lifted through the roof of the existing building and lowered
through the roof of the new building. The mockup shown above gives a rough
depiction of the new core room’s layout, minus the automated storage retrieval
system, which will be along the West wall (the foreground of the picture).!
"Once the current core room has been emptied, Leth Iron engineering will
begin installing all new sand preparation and metal melting equipment for the
SPOmatic line. This new sand system and melt deck (operational early 2015) will
allow the SPOmatic and Hunter foundries to operate completely independent of
one another; a feat not possible with the current sand and melt configuration. !
" For Leth Iron customers independent foundry operation means that
unanticipated orders will be much easier to compensate for. If customer demand
creates an influx of work for one of the two foundries, the other won’t have to lose
production time to allow it. This enables Leth Iron to maintain available capacity
and more predictably regulate production lead times. The separate sand system
will also end the current tedious process of switching delicate sand parameters
from one foundry to the next between shifts. !
"The stage-by-stage process of completing this major expansion is coming to
a close and Leth Iron staﬀ are excited to continue producing high quality castings
for their loyal customer base well into the future.!

Tours Available!
!
!

!

The proud staﬀ of Lethbridge Iron Works
would like to remind everyone receiving this
publication that tours of the foundry are
always available. Every foundry functions
diﬀerently and Leth Iron believes that the best
way to understand the process is to see firsthand how an initial concept develops into a
casting. If you are a customer, designer,
supplier, fellow foundryman, or just an
interested party, please contact the Leth Iron
sales department to set up your foundry tour.!
sales@lethiron.com or 403-329-4242!
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Ductile Iron Society Annual Meeting a Success!
!

After months of planning and preparation, Leth Iron is proud to have hosted the
very successful annual meeting of the Ductile Iron Society. The first meeting held in
Lethbridge, this summit brought together industry experts from around the world
to share knowledge and advancements in the study and use of ductile iron. Leth
Iron is proud to have hosted such a beneficial and successful industry event. Thank
you to the Ductile Iron Society for this great opportunity.!

